Figure 1 | Improving the sensitivity of optical-resonator sensors. Structures called optical resonators trap light at certain frequencies. When the environment of such a resonator is perturbed, these frequencies shift, which allows optical resonators to be used as sensors. a, Hodaei et al.
and anticlockwise (yellow arrow) directions. The authors use two fibre tips to tune the sensor and another type of tip to introduce perturbations. c, In conventional sensors, the shift in frequency caused by a perturbation is directly proportional to the strength of the perturbation (grey line). Hodaei et al. and Chen et al. demonstrate that the frequency shift in their sensing devices scales with the cube root (red line) or square root (blue line) of the perturbation strength, respectively. This leads to a dramatic improvement in the scaling of sensitivity of such sensors in comparison to conventional devices. which have been explored extensively in the context of photonic systems that exhibit a property called parity-time symmetry 5, 6 . Exceptional points arise only in nonHermitian systems, meaning that they do not exist in systems that conserve power. Therefore, whereas photon loss is a nuisance to be eliminated in conventional sensors, it is a key feature of sensors that contain exceptional points. Importantly, the frequency shift in the optical spectrum of an exceptional-point sensor is not directly proportional to the strength of the perturbation. Instead, for example, it scales with the square root or cube root of the perturbation strength -known as secondorder and third-order exceptional points, respectively. This translates into a dramatic improvement in the sensing of tiny changes in the optical path when compared with conventional devices.
Hodaei and colleagues' sensor consists of three coupled, ring-shaped resonators based on the semiconductor indium gallium arsenide phosphide (Fig. 1a) . The authors selectively injected light into the resonators through a process called optical pumping, such that one of the resonators lost photons, another gained photons and the third neither lost nor gained photons. A simple calculation shows that this set-up leads to the creation of a thirdorder exceptional point. However, making sure that the system lies at the exceptional point is a challenge for the same reason that the system makes a good sensor -it is extremely sensitive to small perturbations. To overcome this problem, Hodaei et al. placed a gold heating element under each of the resonators, which allowed the system to be precisely tuned. The authors then used the heaters to emulate perturbations to the system and demonstrated that the frequency shift in the optical spectrum scales with the cube root of the strength of the perturbation.
By contrast, Chen and colleagues used a single toroidal resonator made from silicon dioxide (Fig. 1b) . Rather than coupling resonators, the authors coupled the modes of a given frequency of light that moved in clockwise and anticlockwise directions around a single resonator. They then used two nanometrescale fibre tips to carefully tune the coupled system to an exceptional point. On the introduction of a perturbation in the form of another tip, the authors observed the squareroot behaviour that indicates the presence of a second-order exceptional point.
The two research groups have married an abstract concept in physics (exceptional points) with concrete sensing applications, which represents a substantial accomplishment in the field of photonics. Owing to the universality of wave physics, many concepts in photonics can also be found in other fields, especially condensed-matter physics. Examples include photonic crystals 7 , Anderson localization (the absence of wave diffraction in a disordered medium) and exotic states of matter called topological insulators. However, because particle gain and loss are ubiquitous in optics (but not in condensed-matter physics, for example), non-Hermitian effects such as exceptional points provide optical scientists with a unique tool for probing fundamental physics and, in doing so, for discovering new applications.
There are still many issues to address. For instance, is there a way to avoid the trade-off between extreme sensitivity and the careful fine-tuning that is required for exceptionalpoint sensors? Can the sensing technique demonstrated by Hodaei et 
Click and discover
Details of the activity of promising anticancer drugs known as BET inhibitors remain elusive. An approach called click chemistry enables in-depth analysis of how these drugs modulate the function of a crucial target protein, BRD4.
G E O R G E S . VA S S I L I O U & S H A N K A R B A L A S U B R A M A N I A N
T he transition from the discovery of bioactive small molecules to their use as effective therapeutic agents remains a considerable hurdle in drug development 1 .
To this end, in a paper published in Science, Tyler et al. 2 describe an interesting application of an approach called click chemistry that enables detailed characterization of the mechanisms of action and therapeutic potential of small molecules. The authors demonstrate that this approach can be used to derive valuable insights into the tissue, cellular and subcellular distribution of such molecules, as well as the molecular function of their protein targets. Click chemistry involves the addition of a chemical group called a click linker [3] [4] [5] to a compound of interest, enabling that compound to be covalently linked to useful molecules (for example, fluorescent tags) in an efficient and chemically selective manner. Importantly, the click linker is introduced in a way that does not alter the biological properties of the compound under study. Tyler et al. added click linkers to two compounds, JQ1 and IBET-762, that are closely related to drugs that show promise as treatments for cancer and other diseases. This enabled the authors to use click chemistry to investigate the properties of these compounds (Fig. 1) .
Known as BET inhibitors, JQ1 and IBET-762 bind to the bromodomain regions of BET proteins, which typically interact with histone proteins around which DNA in the cell is packaged as chromatin. BET inhibitors prevent this interaction and therefore block the regulation of chromatin by BET proteins. A key target of JQ1 and IBET-762 is the BET protein BRD4, which contains two bromo domains (BD1 and BD2) and plays a central part in activating gene transcription in chromatin. Inhibition of BRD4 by these drugs causes downregulation of some, but not all, BRD4-associated genes. Yet the reason for this selectivity has been unclear.
The authors demonstrated using the 'clickable' drugs that JQ1 and IBET-762 act to displace BRD4 from chromatin more effectively at the regulatory DNA sequences that control transcription from a distance than at the sequences at which transcription actually starts. In addition, they found that binding between the BET inhibitors and BRD4 was markedly higher across the sequences of genes that are immediately downregulated following BET inhibition than across those that are downregulated later. The genes that are immediately downregulated are probably directly affected by the drugs, with at least some of the later effects of BET inhibition on gene expression representing secondary changes caused by the effect of modulating these directly targeted genes.
Tyler and colleagues showed that, for genes that are responsive to BET inhibitors, BRD4 binds histones through BD1, leaving BD2 free to be bound by the drugs. This highlights the potential of inhibitors that are specific to BD1, which might displace BRD4 from chromatin more effectively than inhibitors that bind to both of its bromodomains. By contrast, the binding of BRD4 to inhibitor-unresponsive genes was independent of the bromodomains, providing an explanation for the selective inhibition of a particular set of genes by BET inhibitors.
As well as using click chemistry to study drug-chromatin interactions, Tyler et al. investigated the range of proteins to which clickable JQ1 and IBET-762 could bind. Their analysis revealed that, despite belonging to different classes of chemical, the two drugs bind to the same protein complexes. This helps to explain why they have identical effects, and why resistance to one leads to resistance to the other 6 . Next, Tyler and co-workers tested whether they could use click chemistry to discern differing intracellular drug concentrations. They incubated cultured cells with different concentrations of clickable BET inhibitors, 'clicked' the drugs onto fluorescent tags and mixed the resulting cell populations. Using a technique called flow cytometry, they could indeed identify and isolate cells exposed to different concentrations of drug by their level of fluorescence.
The researchers then used this approach to investigate drug uptake by cells from different tissues in a mouse model of acute myeloid leukaemia (a cancer for which BET inhibitors are currently in clinical trials). Following systemic administration in mice, intracellular concentrations of the drug JQ1 were considerably higher in leukaemic cells of the spleen than in those of the bone marrow. This provides a plausible explanation for the previous observation 7 that treatment with BET inhibitors leads to the rapid clearance of acute myeloid leukaemic cells from the spleen, but not from the bone marrow.
Last, the investigators showed that the differences in drug concentration were influenced not only by the anatomical origin of the cells being studied, but also by cell type. In particular, levels of inhibitor were substantially higher in leukaemic blood cells than in normal blood cells, with the higher levels correlating with suppression of the target genes of BET proteins. This, according to the authors, might be why doses of BET inhibitor that have good anti-leukaemic effects in mice do not have a major impact on normal-blood-cell counts.
Collectively, Tyler and colleagues' experiments showcase the potential of click chemistry for characterizing the molecular mechanisms by which putative drugs act, thereby enhancing their preclinical evaluation and guiding their subsequent development as therapeutics. The study also demonstrates how small molecules can be used as molecular probes to investigate their own targets, be they proteins or other biomolecules. So far, methods to assess the biological interactions of small molecules such as BET inhibitors have been largely limited to using the small molecules as bait in vitro to isolate and identify their binding partners, along with any associated proteins 8 or DNA 9, 10 . As well as this type of analysis, click chemistry facilitates the investigation of drug distribution in vivo, in combination with an evaluation of the effects of a drug on the whole organism and its molecular targets.
It is probable that click chemistry will, in the future, be used to study diverse compounds beyond those that regulate chromatin. Its potential to quantify the tissue distribution of molecules of interest makes the technology relevant to many types of drug, irrespective of their target. In addition, the approach could enable the development of drugs that preferentially inhibit one subcellular function of a protein over another -crucial for proteins that have distinct roles in several compartments of the cell and that are differentially bound by the same molecules at various subcellular locations. Finally, notwithstanding these practical applications, the ability to define a drug's journey into an organism and then its cells and their compartments is, for the scientific enthusiast, a fantastic voyage. ■ 2 report the use of an approach called click chemistry to analyse the effects of two small molecules known as BET inhibitors, which are similar to drugs that are currently in clinical trials for some cancers. In each case, the authors added a functional group called a click linker to the drug in such a way that its biological activity was not affected. They administered this 'clickable' compound to cells in vitro and to mice; in both settings, the drug bound to its target protein, BRD4, in the cell nucleus at a DNA-protein complex known as chromatin. The authors then added a clickable tag that reacts with the click linker to form a covalent linkage. The tag provides a means by which to identify the DNA sequences and proteins that are associated with the clickable compound and its targets, as well as to visualize the distribution of the compound in multiple tissues and within cells. It also allows intracellular drug concentrations to be measured. Such an approach could be applied to the analysis of many other types of small molecule and their targets. 
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S O N I A I . S E N E V I R AT N E & P H I L I P P E C I A I S
O n page 202, Schwalm et al. 1 assess historical trends in the recovery of ecosystems from drought, using three state-of-the-art data sets of gross primary productivity (GPP) -the amount of atmospheric carbon dioxide that is fixed in ecosystems by photosynthesis. Intriguingly, the analysis suggests that the total area of ecosystems that are in a post-drought recovery state increased during the twentieth century. Moreover, the authors identify areas where the droughtrecovery time is particularly long, and which might, therefore, be particularly vulnerable to more-frequent droughts.
Changes in the recurrence of climate events, and the associated times taken for affected ecosystems to recover, are rarely considered in evaluations of the global impact of climate change. For instance, the most recent assessments of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) generally focus on mean climate changes, providing only a few analyses of the frequency with which extreme events occur 2, 3 , and little or no information on the statistics of time lapses between recurring extreme events. Climate scientists increasingly consider the timescale of recovery processes to be an integral part of impact assessments, but such considerations have generally been confined to local-scale experiments, regional assessments, literature reviews and theoretical studies [4] [5] [6] [7] . Schwalm et al. now offer an interesting global and historical perspective on this issue by considering how photosynthesis recovers from drought across different ecosystems, using data sets that are based at least partly on observations. They report that the total ecosystem area affected by drought recovery increased during the twentieth century, and that recovery times have also tended to increase. This finding might have major implications under increasing global warming: if an ecosystem has not fully recovered from a drought, the effects of a subsequent drought might increase in a nonlinear, unpredictable way (Fig. 1) .
The authors also note that regions at high northern latitudes and in the tropics have particularly long recovery times -highlighting these areas as being especially vulnerable to any increases in the recurrence of drought. This might have important ramifications for the carbon cycle, given that tropical regions in particular act as a substantial land carbon sink.
One should nonetheless note some limitations of the study, which may require the results to be interpreted cautiously. First, the main conclusions are based on GPP data sets generated from land-surface models 8 . The simulations produced by these models are constrained by observational data regarding precipitation, temperature and the amount of sunlight available for GPP in given time periods and regions. However, the simulated carbon fixation by GPP is not constrained by observations -at least, not in a way that goes beyond the basic, standard procedures generally used for model validation. Furthermore, the land-surface models do not explicitly represent many of the dynamic processes relevant to drought impacts and recovery 6, 7 , such as plant mortality caused by hydraulic failure (a drought-induced physiological problem that affects water uptake); changes in vegetation that occur after fires; and pest outbreaks. The results are therefore likely to mainly reflect changes in climate features, rather than the full response from vegetation.
Schwalm et al. validated the analysed simulations by comparing them with two other GPP estimates 9, 10 , but both of these are also based only partly on observations and depend strongly on model-like assumptions (that is, on the algorithms developed to derive the data sets). Most notably, the comparator data sets were calibrated using carbon-flux data, which are scarce, and therefore include estimates for some areas, such as tropical regions, that rely on only a handful of observations 9, 10 . In addition, the algorithms underlying the development of these data sets are relatively simple, and do not, for instance, account for the effects of increased atmospheric CO 2 levels on photosynthesis and GPP
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, nor explicitly represent the effects of soil-moisture limitation on CO 2 
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Trends in ecosystem recovery from drought
An analysis suggests that the time taken for ecosystems to recover from drought increased during the twentieth century. If the frequency of drought events rises, some ecosystems might never have the chance to fully recover. See Letter p.202 Figure 1 | Effects of changes to recurrent environmental stressors. a, A recurring environmental stressor such as drought will have recurring effects on ecosystems, characterized by an impact phase and a recovery phase. b, If the stressor pattern remains the same (red line) but the time taken for the ecosystem to recover to pre-drought conditions increases, or if the time period over which the stressor occurs increases (yellow line), then the impact phase of a new event might overlap with the longer recovery phase of a past event, potentially leading to unknown impact levels. Schwalm et al. 1 report that the time taken for various ecosystems to recover from drought increased during the twentieth century. 
